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Abstract

A rigorous definition of intrinsic bond strength based on the partitioning of a molecule into real

space fragments is presented. Using the domains provided by the quantum theory of atoms in

molecules (QTAIM) together with the interacting quantum atoms (IQA) energetic decomposition,

we show how an in situ bond strength, matching all the requirements of an intrinsic bond energy,

can be defined between each pair of fragments. Total atomization or fragmentation energies

are shown to be equal to the sum of these in situ bond energies (ISBEs) if the energies of the

fragments are measured with respect to their in-the-molecule state. These energies usually lie

above the ground state of the isolated fragments by quantities identified with the standard frag-

ment relaxation or deformation energies, which are also provided by the protocol. Deformation

energies bridge dissociation energies with ISBEs, and can be dissected using well-known tools

of real space theories of chemical bonding. Similarly, ISBEs can be partitioned into ionic and

covalent contributions, and this feature adds to the chemical appeal of the procedure. All the

energetic quantities examined are observable and amenable, in principle, to experimental deter-

mination. Several systems, exemplifying the role of each energetic term herein presented are

used to show the power of the approach.
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Introduction

Despite being central to Chemistry, the concept of bond strength is still a matter of debate and

legitimate scientific discussion. [1–3] At the core of the problem lies the non-measurability of bond

energies in polyatomic molecules, [4] although discussions already flourish even in diatomics. [5–14]

So important is the concept to Chemistry, and so deeply rooted it is in the chemist’s mind that, even

today, the role of empirical bond-length bond-strength correlations, like Badger’s rule, [15, 16] are

the aim of renewed discussions. [17,18]

Textbooks soon teach that the bond dissociation energy (BDE), the energy required to split

a ground state molecule A-B into its fragments in their respective ground states measures bond

strength. However, BDEs, which can be determined either experimentally or computationally, [4]

may only be considered descriptors of bond energies (BEs) in diatomics.

In polyatomic molecules, where several independent bonds exist, BEs are not accessible. More-

over, reorganization processes accompanying dissociation, both geometrical and electronic, in-

evitably mingle with the true energy cost of bond breaking. A plethora of phenomena, ranging from

the role of avoided crossings to charge transfer, the exacerbation of spin-orbit effects, the opening or

closing of hyperconjugation or delocalization channels, the onset or destruction of aromatic charac-

ter, etc, are seen by many researchers as difficulties to accept BDEs as reliable measures of bond

strength.

For some of these researchers, [4, 19] only if all these effects are disentangled, i.e. only if we

are able to obtain the energy cost of going from the ground state molecule to the fragments-in-the-

molecule, will we be able to define an appropriate intrinsic bond energy (IBE). Since these IBEs

necessarily rest on more or less arbitrary prescriptions to define the fragments-in-the-molecule,

there is not much hope in using energy derived bond strengths, others say. [18]

All these difficulties underlie the search and widespread use of non-energetic descriptors of bond

strength. Three of them, bond lengths, force constants, and bond orders have found their way in

the literature, and tens of different semiempirical bond-length bond-strength correlations have been

proposed. [20] As Kaupp, Danovich and Shaik have recently noted, [18] the use of force constants

ultimately rests on energy models of dissociation curves such as that of Morse, [21] for which a

straightforward link between De and the force constant ke exists.
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Work along these lines also faces severe obstacles. Normal mode coupling in polyatomics

hampers the association of a particular vibration with the stretching of any given bond. This has

led to the development of a number of theories of local vibrations, wherein the work of Konkoli

and Cremer [22] on adiabatic modes stands out on its own. Almost two decades of work have

shown very robust correlations, for instance, between adiabatic force constants, ka
e and relative

bond orders (bond strength orders). It has also been suggested [4] that standard valence force field

force constants, kc
e, should be related to IBEs while adiabatic ones would correlate to BDEs.

Two recent works [17,18] summarize the situation very clearly. For a school of thought, [17] there

are so many dangers in using BDEs as bond strength parameters in the absence of reliable IBE in-

dicators, that we are led to (local, adiabatic) force constants instead. For others, [18] “the chemical

bond is inherently an energetic quantity" and restricting to quantities that sense only small displace-

ments around minima to measure bond strength simply does not pay off. These authors also argue

against IBEs which, besides their ambiguous definition, are not directly related to thermochemistry,

advocating for turning back to BDEs.

Given this situation, we disclose in this contribution how the use of real space fragments can

lead to a consistent energetic approach to bond strength. Once a molecule is properly divided

into its constituent atoms or fragments, and this can be done at any nuclear configuration, e.g. at

equilibrium but also at any point during dissociation, its energy can be written as a sum of atomic

(or fragment) self-energies plus pair-wise additive interaction energies. As we will show, the former

are nothing but the long-sought energies of the fragments-in-the-molecule, while the latter are IBEs.

This in-the-molecule analysis provides intrinsic bonding information, and lacks any reference to the

unbound reference fragments. To some, the consideration of reference fragments is essential to

understand the origin of binding, [23] which is thought to be intimately linked to the changes that a

molecule suffers upon dissociation.

Notwithstanding that different fragmentation channels may be of interest in different chemical

environments, i.e. heterolytic versus homolytic rupture, and that intrinsic information is thus itself

valuable, once a proper reference for the fragments has been chosen the BDE can also be written in

our approach as a sum of so-called atomic (or fragment) deformation energies, the energy penalties

taking us from the unbound fragments to the in-the-molecule ones, and the very same IBEs briefly

sketched above.
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Deformation energies build the bridge linking IBEs to BDEs. In this sense, our protocol embraces

both the intrinsic and the standard energetic views regarding bond strength, allowing an easy nav-

igation between them. Deformation energies and IBEs can be dissected at different levels. As we

will show, this kind of analysis gives valuable information about the origin of the deformation of the

fragments. Since it can be done at any point on a potential energy surface, this allows for examining

bonding for metastable systems. Similarly, IBEs can be dissected into ionic and covalent terms,

providing a chemically intuitive framework.

The use of real space techniques guarantees the invariance of all our descriptors under orbital

transformations, and thus assures their independence from any particular flavor of theory used to get

them. Fragments are extracted from the quantum theory of atoms in molecules [24] (QTAIM), which

rests on the electron density scalar, and energies from the interacting quantum atoms approach [25,

26] (IQA), which also needs the pair density. Although no efficient experimental technique has been

devised to obtain the pair density as of today, the protocol here proposed is based on observables,

and it is thus amenable to experimental determination. Actually, the quick progress of quantum

crystallography [27] allows, already today, to recover our basic descriptors from experiment.

We will first recall briefly how bond energies are normally defined from bond dissociation ener-

gies. Then we introduce the QTAIM and IQA tools that form the nucleus of the in situ bond energies.

A section on how to dissect and extract chemical information about the in-the-molecule states fol-

lows before examining a few systems that exemplify the role of the choice of reference states, the

meaning of deformation energies in cases where fragment promotion has or has not been invoked

in the past to understand binding, and the implications of the existence of ISBEs for each pair of

fragments, chemically bonded or not.

From bond dissociation energies to bond energies

Bond dissociation energies for a general A-B → A + B process are determined either from: (i) cal-

culated energy differences, BDE = De = E(A) + E(B)− E(A-B), or (ii) from experimental standard

dissociation enthalpies subjected to thermal corrections, in turn obtained from spectroscopic infor-

mation of the parent A-B molecule and the dissociation fragments A, B. [28] We will disregard from

now on the origin of BDEs. Given that our protocol will be exemplified from calculations, all follow-
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ing arguments will be done in terms of pure Born-Oppenheimer electronic energy differences. The

situation with bond energies (BEs) is rather different, and their definition depends heavily depends

on assumptions and theoretical frameworks.

As Cremer, Wu, Larsson, and Kraka have clearly put forward, [4] bond energies (BEs) are many

times defined (and obtained) by assuming that the atomization energy (AE) of a molecule, the sum

of all its successive BDEs, is equal to the sum of the BEs of all of its bonds: AE =
∑

A EA
0 −

E(molecule) =
∑

i BDEi =
∑

j BEj, EA
0 being the ground state energy of isolated atom A. Notice

that a subtle extra assumption is made here. The second sum depends on an a priori list of bonds,

whose origin is usually not disputed. This assumption is removed in the present approach, and BEs

will be defined for all pairs of atoms (or fragments), whether they are chemically bonded or not.

Actually, the BEs to be defined below allow for a direct classification of bonded and non-bonded

interactions.

The AE used above implies a choice for the reference state of the atoms in which we atomize a

molecule. By default, this is the ground state. However, if atomization into atoms as-in-the-molecule

were possible, then the intrinsic atomization energy, IAE =
∑

A EA − E(molecule), where the sum

adds the energy EA of all the atoms-in-the-molecule, would be equal to the sum of all the intrinsic

bond energies IAE =
∑

j IBEj. This defines the IBE as a direct descriptor of bond strength, since no

reorganization effect other than the proper interaction of the already deformed atoms (or fragments,

see below) to form the molecule is allowed.

IBEs are, in general, larger than BEs. This can be seen from the following identity,

∑
i

(IBEi − BEi) = IAE− AE =
∑
A

(EA − EA
0 ) =

∑
A

EA
def .

Here, EA
def is the deformation energy taking a ground state atom with energy EA

0 into an atom-in-the-

molecule with energy EA. This deformation includes all hybridization, promotion, charge transfer,

electron delocalization, etc. energetic components previously commented, and is generally positive.

This makes IBEi − BEi > 0 in general.
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Defining atoms (or fragments) in-the-molecule: the QTAIM and

the IQA partition

The biggest obstacle precluding a rigorous definition of an IBE is the (energetic) characterization of

an atom or fragment in-the-molecule. Out of the many available proposals, the quantum theory of

atoms in molecules devised by R. F. W. Bader and coworkers [24] is likely the best founded from the

theoretical point of view. Regions in the physical space surrounded by local zero flux surfaces of

the gradient field of the electron density, characterized by all points that comply with ∇ρ(r) · dn = 0,

where n is the normal vector to the interatomic surface at point r, are shown to be endowed with a

large number of desirable properties.

The QTAIM provides an exhaustive partition of space, which is divided into regions that contain

a single nucleus hence called quantum atoms. The few exceptions to this rule are also interesting

themselves. [29] The atoms of the QTAIM may or may not share a common separating surface, the

interatomic surface. In the first case these atoms are said to be “bonded", and a topological signature

of this sharing, the so-called bond critical point, appears in the electron density. The interpretation

of bond critical points has been a source of recent interesting debates, [30] but plays no role in the

following. Clearly, the union of any number of QTAIM atoms defines a domain also surrounded by a

zero flux surface, thus becoming a proper quantum region itself. In this way quantum fragments are

introduced effortlessly.

Any properly defined one-electron operator density o(r) may be integrated over a quantum region

A to define an additive atomic expectation value: 〈O〉 =
∑

A

∫
A

dr o(r) =
∑

A〈O〉A. Similarly, two-

electron operators give rise to pairwise additive domain expectation values:

〈G〉 =
∑
A,B

∫
A

dr1

∫
B

dr2 g(r1, r2) =
∑
A,B

〈G〉A,B.

Of utmost importace is the fact that QTAIM atoms provide unique domain-integrated kinetic energies

for a large class of kinetic energy densities. [31,32] Notwithstanding the existence of an atomic virial

theorem [33] that has been used to introduce additive atomic energies which recover the molecular

energy at stationary points on potential energy surfaces, the above partition of one- and two-electron

expectations leads to a general, exact decomposition of the energy, valid at any geometry. This is
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the IQA approach. [25,26]

Given a nuclear arrangement in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the total molecular en-

ergy under a Coulomb Hamiltonian depends only on ρ(r1; r′1), the non-diagonal one-particle density

matrix and on ρ2(r1, r2), the pair density, through E = Tr {hρ(r1; r′1)} + (1/2)Tr {ρ2(r1, r2)/r12} +∑
A>B ZAZB/RAB, where h = t −

∑
A ZA/rA is the one-electron hamiltonian. Separating all spatial

integrations into quantum fragments, such that R3 =
⋃

A,

E =
∑
A

∫
A

hρ(r1; r′1) dr1 +
1

2

∑
A,B

∫
A

dr1

∫
B

ρ2(r1, r2)/r12 +
∑
A>B

ZAZB

RAB

=
∑
A

[TA + VAA
ee + VAA

en ] +
∑
A>B

[VAB
en + VAB

ne + VAB
nn + VAB

ee ]

=
∑
A

EA
self +

∑
A>B

EAB
int , (1)

All terms above are intuitive and chemically meaningful. The atomic (or fragment) self-energy,

EA
self , contains all the energetic terms pertaining to the group in vacuo: the kinetic energy of the

electrons lying in the A domain, their inter-electron repulsion, and the Coulombic attraction to their

nuclei. EA
self tends smoothly to EA

0 if we adiabatically dissociate fragment A. Simply speaking, EA
self is

the energy of a fragment in-the-molecule.

Similarly, EAB
int gathers all energy components mixing particles in two different regions: the re-

pulsion of electrons (and nuclei) lying in A with those in B, and the attraction of electrons in one

domain with the nuclei of the other. It is the interaction energy of the fragments-in-the-molecule.

If fragments A and B are dissociated, EAB
int decays to zero, the leading term in the decay rate de-

pending on the standard theory of intermolecular (inter-fragment) interactions. [34] As it has been

stressed in many occassions, it is fruitful to separate the pair density into a classical term, depend-

ing on ρ, and a quantum-mechanical component, the exchange-correlation density: ρ2(r1, r2) =

ρ(r1)ρ(r2) − ρxc(r1, r2). This takes us to a parallel partition of EAB
int = EAB

cl + EAB
xc , where the first

term depends only on the classical electron and nuclear densities, and the second on the electronic

exchange-correlation term. EAB
cl is a classical interaction. At large A,B distances it may be expanded

via the multipolar approximation, and it is always dominated by the Coulombic interaction between

the net charges born by A and B. EAB
cl is thus the ionic component of the A,B interaction. Since

ρxc is intimately linked to the Fermi-Coulomb hole, [35] it is a measure of electron delocalization (or
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of electron population fluctuation, see below). EAB
xc measures the covalent component of the A,B

interaction.

A real space in situ bond energy

With these provisos, all the ingredients needed for a real space definition of an intrinsic bond energy,

which we will call in situ bond energy, ISBE, are ready to be assembled.

Let us choose a molecule which we divide into fragments in whatever way we decide. The most

resolved partition possible is atomic, and we will restrict ourselves to this in the following, without

loss of generality. All our arguments are immediately generalized to a general fragmentation. Let us

also choose in advance the reference energetic states of the isolated fragments (atoms), EA
0 . This

choice plays no a priori role from a thermodynamic standpoint. Changing it simply resets the energy

zero of each fragment. It may however play one if we are interested in following a given dissociation

process adiabatically.

It is thus the case that the atomization energy is

−AE = E−
∑
A

EA
0 =

∑
A

(EA
self − EA

0 ) +
∑
A>B

EAB
int

=
∑
A

EA
def +

∑
A>B

EAB
int , (2)

where, as before, all fragment (atomic) rearrangements upon molecule formation are absorbed in

the deformation energy of the fragment, EA
def .

This well-known expression [25, 26] allows us to understand why it is difficult to write the AE as

a sum of BEs. In the first place, all A > B interactions have to be taken into account. Deciding in

advance, for instance using chemical wisdom, which pairs of fragments (atoms) should or should not

be included in the sum is risky. Freeing this assumption is easy. All pairs should be included in the

sum. This leads to assigning bond energies to pairs of atoms which will not be traditionally bonded.

Most times, these extra energies will be small. We think this is a fair price to pay for rigorousness.

The second point hits the nucleus of the problem. If we insist on assigning BEs from the AE, we

face how to divide the deformation energy of each fragment into pairwise additive contributions. This
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is, in principle, not possible. A fragment (atom) deforms in response to its interaction with all other

fragments in the molecule. This is a true many body effect, that can only be considered as pairwise

additive in an approximate way. In general, EA
def 6=

∑
B 6=A EAB

def . Although work in this direction is

clearly desirable, a direct BE definition is thus not straightforward.

The situation changes if we consider intrinsic bond energies instead. The fragments’ reference

state is that in-the-molecule, and

IAE =
∑
A

EA
self − E = −

∑
A>B

EAB
int . (3)

Thus, If we are ready to pay the aforementioned price of releasing the assumption that only tradi-

tionally bonded fragments (atoms) contribute to IBEs, we can rigorously define an exactly pairwise

additive intrinsic bond energy that we call in situ bond energy (ISBE) in the following:

ISBEAB = −EAB
int . (4)

Notice that we abide to the common use of stabilizing ISBEs as positive quantities.

This sets up our protocol. To sum up, we have constructed a set of: (i) QTAIM atoms, which

may be effortlessly gathered into fragments; (ii) a set of energies for these fragments (atoms) in-the-

molecule, EA
self , which may be compared to previously chosen reference energies. These deforma-

tion energies of the fragments contain all relaxation effects leading to the in-the-molecule prepared

state; (iii) a set of in situ bond energies for each pair of fragments. The ISBEs tell us about the

energy released (in general) when the prepared fragments interact. Every ISBE has an ionic and a

covalent component.

All these quantities depend only on the two Dirac observables ρ and ρ2. They are invariant

under orbital transformations and may be either computed (as in the following) or experimentally

determined. This last possibility is not straightforward, but accessible, for instance, through quantum

crystallography techniques. [27]

An immediate link between the BDE of an A-B → A · +B· fragmentation process and the ISBE
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of the A-B link that is broken exists,

BDE = EA
0 + EB

0 − E = ISBEAB − EA
def − EB

def . (5)

Understanding the origin of deformation energies is important in order to connect standard BDEs

to ISBEs. Fortunately, a number of real space techniques that shed light on this topic have been

devised. A brief summary follows.

Understanding the in-the-molecule state.

In IQA, EA
def is the difference between the self-energies of two regions of space that contain the

same number and type of nuclei. As such, the deformation energy may be analyzed in terms of

the changes of the physical components of EA
self : its kinetic energy, electron-nuclear attraction and

interelectron repulsion. This is useful, but seldom chemically appealing.

It has become common practice to separate the difference between the reference and the in-the-

molecule fragments into a component stemming from the change in the location of the nuclei, and a

contribution from the modification in the number and distribution of the electrons therein contained,

EA
def = EA,prep

def + EA,elec
def . The first is a geometrical relaxation, usually called preparation, [36] that is

normally taken into account via a standard two-step process in which we first distort adiabatically the

reference geometry to that in-the-molecule and then we vertically allow for all electronic rearrange-

ment in a second step: EA,prep
def = EA

0 (mol)− EA
0 (isol). Here, mol and isol refer to the in-the-molecule

and isolated geometries of the fragment, respectively. Usually, preparation energies are small, and

not scrutinized further.

The electronic distortion, EA,elec
def , is more interesting, and contains all the terms previously com-

mented: charge transfer (EA,ct
def ), hybridization (EA,hyb

def ), delocalization (EA,deloc
def ), etc. One of the ad-

vantages of IQA is that, given a model wavefunction, we can perform an energetic decomposition

and examine the effect of turning on or off this or that effect. In this way, access to hybridization

energies, for instance, is possible. However, any of these procedures is neither orbital invariant nor

independent of the method of calculation, and will not be pursued here anymore. We will restrict to

invariant, in principle observable quantities.
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The charge transfer component of EA,ct
def is one of the contributions to EA,elec

def that admits such

an invariant formulation. Using a grand canonical ensemble, [37] the thermodynamic energy cost

(or energy release) upon extracting or adding a given number of electrons to a fragment is eas-

ily obtained. Let ∆NA = NA − NA
0 be the electron population change suffered by the reference

fragment upon molecule formation. Here, NA =
∫
A

drρ(r) is the average number of electrons of

A in-the-molecule. If ∆NA is negative we use the successive ionization potentials of A, IPA
i . Let

n = int(|∆NA|) and δn = frac(|∆NA|). Then EA,ct
def =

∑n
i IPA

i + IPA
n+1δn. If ∆NA is positive we replace

the ionization potentials with electron affinities (which may be zero). When ∆NA is large and nega-

tive, i.e. if A in the molecule is a cationic species, then EA,ct
def will be a considerably large quantity that

will dominate EA
def .

Deep insight into the residual deformation component EA,elec
def −EA,ct

def can be achieved by analyzing

the electron distribution of the fragment in-the-molecule. A rigorous way to do that is via electron

population distribution functions, EDFs. [38–40] The wavefunction of a molecule is not an eigenstate

of the operator defining the number of electrons in fragment A, N̂A. This means that NA = 〈N̂A〉 =∫
A

dr ρ(r), the average number of electrons in A is not an eigenvalue of N̂A, so that measuring the

number of electrons in the fragment will render values nA ranging from 0 to N, the total number of

electrons, with a defined set of probabilities, p(nA). This is the one-fragment EDF for fragment A.

It is easy to show that the variance of this distribution is var(nA) = NA −
∫
A

dr1
∫
A

dr2 ρxc(r1, r2).

Multi-domain EDFs are also easily defined and if a partition of a molecule into m fragments is

done, then p(nA, nB, . . . , nm), denote the probability of finding nA electrons in fragment A and so

on, where nA + nB + · · · + nm = N. We call the set S = (nA, nB, . . . , nm) a real space resonance

structure. These joint probabilities provide access to the full statistics of the electron population

distribution, and are intimately linked to chemical bonding. For instance, multiple-center covariances

are used to define multi-center bonding indices called n-center delocalization indices. [41–44] If

electrons are spin-seggregated, then we come to spin-resolved EDFs, and a set of probabilities

p(nαA, n
β
A, n

α
B, n

β
B, . . . , n

α
m, n

β
m) gives extremely fine-grained information about how electrons and their

spins distribute. EDFs are defined in terms of observables, and may be determined again from

quantum crystallography. If S = (nαA, n
β
A, n

α
B, n

β
B, . . . , n

α
m, n

β
m) is a spin-resolved resonance structure,
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and just for the sake of completeness,

p(S) = P
∫
D

Ψ∗Ψdx1dx2 · · · dxN, (6)

where P = N!/(nαA! . . . nαm!nβA! . . . nβm!) is an indistinguishability factor, and D a domain in which the

first nαA α electrons are integrated over fragment A, etc, and the last nβm β electrons over fragment m.

In this expression, xi is a full electron coordinate consisting of both spin and spatial parts.

This short description does not exhaust the battery of real space methods that can be used to

get information about the origin of deformations, but reasonably summarizes the basic toolkit at our

disposal. For instance, a partition of the bond order into one-electron contributions, can be obtained

through the use of natural adaptive orbitals (NAdOs). [45] A brief discussion is found in the Electronic

Supporting Information.

Using the protocol

We now turn to examine a few systems that exemplify several of our claims. We study the dis-

sociation of LiF and LiH at the Coupled Cluster with Single and Double excitations level with the

aug-cc-pVDZ one-electron basis set (CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ), which provides reasonable ionization

potentials and electron affinities for all the atoms in vacuo. These calculations have been performed

using the pySCF suite. [46] Then we follow two atomization processes with size-consistent valence

Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF) calculations with Def2-TZVPP basis set,

performed with a locally modified version of GamessUS [47]. We examine the full atomization of

methane CH4(1Σg) −−→ C(3P) + 4 H(1S) by means of a scaling procedure that preserves the Td

symmetry in which all the C-H bond lengths are simultaneously scaled towards dissociation. Finally

the dissociation of dinitrogen N2(1Σg) −−→ 2 N(4P), is analyzed. The CASSCF level used in the

last two processes was preferred in place of the CCSD or multi-reference configuration interaction

(MRCI) methods because the latter, albeit more accurate and including dynamical correlation, are

not immediately size-consistent. The use of the CASSCF method, which can be easily taylored to

enjoy this property, guarantees the correct dissociation of both systems into their fragments, as well

as reasonable values of the deformation energies during the whole potential energy curves. On the
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Table 1: LiF and LiH (AX) ISBE data. CCSD(valence)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculation. Net charges in a.u.,
all other energetic data in kcal/mol
System QA De = BDE EA

def EX
def EAX

int = −ISBE EAX
cl EAX

xc Edef + EAX
cl

LiF 0.934 -131.7 132.1 -55.7 -208.1 -179.3 -28.8 -102.9
LiH 0.906 -56.8 121.0 4.9 -182.6 -158.7 -23.9 -32.8

other hand, the IQA method requires well-defined one-particle, ρ(r1; r′1), and two-particle, ρ2(r1, r2),

densities, so that the CASPT2 level, has not been used either.

QTAIM domains and IQA analyses have been performed with our Promolden [48] code. Almost

all systems presented difficulties with geometries in the repulsive region either because a group

was ionized (carbon in methane) or because a non-nuclear maximum appeared. These are not

considered in this work. Numerical integration grids were chosen to guarantee reconstruction of

total molecular energies to an accuracy better or equal than 1 kcal/mol. Finally EDFs and NAdO’s

where obtained from the Promolden atomic overlap matrices with the EDF [49] code.

Choosing a reference: The LiF and LiH cases

We first show how the protocol provides valuable information about reference states in two classical

examples, the LiF and LiH diatomics. Both are usually classified as heavily ionic, but non-orthogonal

valence bond [50–52] as well as energy decomposition [36] (EDA) analyses with neutral fragmenta-

tion tend to classify LiH as a rather covalent system.

Table 1 contains a summary of our computed results. At this level of theory, both the ionization

potential (IP) of Li and the electron affinities (AE) of F and H are reasonably represented, being equal

to 123.2,−80.4 and −16.8 kcal/mol, in that order, which are to be compared with the experimental

values, 124.3,−78.4, and −17.4 kcal/mol, respectively. The first interesting point lies in the QTAIM

net charges, very close to the nominal ionic values. As expected from electronegativity arguments,

charge transfer in LiF is slightly larger than in LiH, but the value in the latter system is still very large.

This points to large ionic components in the ISBEs.

Let us turn to the BDE, which is 75 kcal/mol larger in LiF than in LiH. Our ISBEs are larger than

the BDEs (as expected), with a considerable smaller difference between them, 208 and 183 kcal/mol,

just 25 kcal/mol in favor of LiF. This immediately tells us that the low BDE of LiH is not due to the

intrinsic strength of the link. Actually, out of the −208.1 and −182.6 kcal/mol EAB
int values in LiF and
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LiH, respectively, a very large part,−179.3 and−158.7, respectively, comes from the Ecl component.

This amounts to 86% in both cases, close to the Madelung contribution to lattice energies in ionic

crystals. [53] Moreover, the QAQB/RAB monopole-monopole term is immediately computed, equal

to −184.5 and −170.9 kcal/mol for LiF and LiH. This implies that higher order multipolar terms,

i.e. larger polarization in the density distribution, play a significant role in the electrostatics of LiH.

A multipole analysis (directly obtained from the QTAIM analysis) shows that the electronic dipole

moments of the Li and H quantum atoms are −0.05 and −0.42 a.u., respectively. The distribution

of electrons in both atoms polarizes toward the H→ Li direction (this is nothing but the well known

large forward polarization of anions and the small response-like backward polarization of cations),

but the effect is 8 times more intense in H. Of course, a similar effect is found in LiF, but the Li,

F dipoles are smaller (−0.02 and −0.25 a.u., respectively). According to this clear analysis, the

intrinsic bond in both systems is largely ionic. On top of this, a small, yet non-negligible covalent

contribution to the Eint = −ISBE exists. It is similar in both systems, −29 and −24 kcal/mol. Its role

will be commented below.

As the ISBEs show, the links in LiF and LiH are considerably strong, but the BDE in LiH is rather

small. Given our previous comments, the fragments’ deformations are in charge of this difference.

As expected from our physical arguments, large charge transfers are followed by large Ect
def com-

ponents. Using our computed IPs and AEs together with the fragments’ net charges, the partial

ionization of the Li moiety should cost 115.1 and 111.6 kcal/mol in LiF and LiH, respectively. Simi-

larly, the energy release due to the formation of the anions should equal −75.1 and −15.2 kcal/mol.

Table 1 shows that the ELi
def deformations are only 17.0 and 9.4 kcal/mol higher than these grand

canonical values. The Li cations have suffered an almost pure (partial) ionization, with small ex-

tra electron reorganization. The latter is a bit larger in LiF, in agreement with the more polarizing

character of the F− anion. Similar arguments apply to the formation of the anionic species. In LiF,

EF
def = −55.7 kcal/mol (to be compared with −75.1), and all the extra electron reorganization cost

is hence equal to 19.4 kcal/mol. In LiH, with EH
def = +4.9 kcal/mol, the non charge-transfer costs

amount to 20.1 kcal/mol. The consistency of these numbers is rather interesting, in our opinion.

The role of the choice of reference states is now clear. If we use the BDE with respect to neutral

ground state fragments, the Li moiety in-the-molecules lies between 121 and 132 kcal/mol above the

in vacuo 2S-Li atom. These numbers are −56 and +5 kcal/mol for F and H, respectively. However,
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if we turn to ionic reference states (closed shell 1S Li+, F−, and H−), then the in-the-molecule Li+

cations lie just 8.9 and −2.2 kcal/mol above the reference, respectively, and the F−, and H− anions

24.7 and 21.7 kcal/mol, respectively. Although a matter of taste from the thermodynamic point of

view, the ionic reference state is clearly to be preferred, the total deformation with respect to it being

33.7 and 19.5 kcal/mol in LiF and LiH.

What is the reason, then, behind the very different BDEs in these two systems? It has been

previously shown [54] that in heavily charged systems the total ionization energy cost, the energy

loss due to the formation of (partial) cations and anions plus the electrostatic energy gain due to

Coulombic attraction of the charged species, provides interesting clues to bonding. A system’s

tendency toward charge transfer is due to a total stabilizing value for this quantity, that may be

evaluated rigorously through EA,ct
def . In Table 1 we simply show Edef + Ecl. The gain due to ionization

is about 70 kcal/mol larger in LiF than in LiH. In the latter, this gain is just −32.8 kcal/mol, competing

clearly with the covalent contribution, equal to −23.9 kcal/mol. This is the reason why valence bond

calculations and neutral EDA decompositions provide a largely covalent image of LiH. And behind

all this, one can simply recognize that the difference in EAs between F and H is about 64 kcal/mol

(calculated values), very close to the difference in ionization gains. The 75 kcal/mol difference in

BDEs is, in the end, largely dominated by the difference in the F and H electron affinities. With our

numbers, it is due to different ionization total costs (70 kcal/mol) plus 5 extra kcal/mol coming from

covalency. We firmly believe that this simple analysis shows how ISBEs and deformation energies

may shed light in chemical bonding issues.

A case with traditional atomic promotion: the atomization of methane

The full atomization (or formation) of methane, CH4 → C(3P) + 4H (2S) has served several times as

a prototype to show the need of IBEs. With two unpaired electrons, the triplet ground state of the

carbon atom is naïvely inconsistent with the four bonding Lewis pairs existing in methane. It is thus

assumed that a large preparation energy should be involved in the symmetry preserving formation

of CH4 from four ground state hydrogens. Besides polarization and (small) charge transfer efffects,

chemists expect that most of the preparation energy be due to: (i) excitation from the 3P to the 5S

excited state, the latter with four unpaired electrons; (ii) hybridization of the quintet to four equivalent
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Table 2: CH4 data at the CAS[8,8]//Def2-TZVPP equilibrium geometry. Net charges in a.u., all other
energetic data in kcal/mol

QC EC
def EH

def

0.026 62.2 27.1
ECH
int ECH

xc EHH
int EHH

xc

-128.3 -149.5 -4.8 -5.9

sp3-like bonding functions.

Assuming four identical C-H bonds (and exclusively four bonds), the sequential sum of the four

BDEs provides a thermodynamic BE of about 104 kcal/mol. [4] The triplet to quintet excitation energy

is obviously well known, 96.5 kcal/mol, [55] and there are several estimations of the hybridization

costs. Since the latter are clearly approximations, we will take one of the published possibilities,

[56, 57] 62 kcal/mol. Ignoring all other factors, the deformation of C turns out to be about 159

kcal/mol. If, as usually done, the H atom is expected to bind without further modifications (see

below, however) then, as already noticed, [4] the C-H IBE should scale to about 104 + 159/4 ≈ 144

kcal/mol, a significantly higher value than the plain BE.

Our CAS data provides an equilibrium C-H distance equal to 1.101 Å, with rather neutral frag-

ments. The net charge of C is 0.026 a.u., with basically neutral hydrogen atoms bearing −6.5 me.

Charge transfers are thus small, so we may concentrate on electron reorganizations. The BECH

obtained via AE = 4BECH is reasonable, 94 kcal/mol. Since we want to explore the changes along

the dissociation process, thus needing a size-consistent technique like valence CAS, we believe that

this accuracy fits our needs.

The basic data are reported in Table 2. The in situ bond energy of the C-H link, 128.3 kcal/mol,

is 34 kcal/mol larger than the calculated standard BE. This difference is just 10 kcal/mol lower than

the one obtained from the abovementioned approximations. As well-known from IQA, in this case

the components of Eint are completely different than in LiF or LiH. The Eint = −ISBE is dominated

by covalency, with a destabilizing Ecl = 21.2 kcal/mol term due to the electrostatic repulsion of the

two basically neutral C and H species. As anticipated, the H-H interaction is small, it is a secondary

interaction, [58] but cannot be neglected. Each of the 6 H-H pairs has a exchange-correlation

driven ISBE of about 5 kcal/mol. We have argued that these non-bonded terms are the short-range

remnants of long-range dispersion. [59] If we do not recognize these 1,3 secondary interactions and

insist on asigning this stabilization to the chemical C-H bonds, then each C-H bond energy would
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acquire an extra (6 × 4.8)/4 = 7.2 kcal/mol stabilization energy. We will not comment further on

this topic in this introductory paper, but we mention that imbalance among these 1,3 interactions lies

behind systematic variations of tabulated C-H bond energies on passing from CH4 to CH3–, –CH2–,

etc, that deserve further study.

FIG.1

The behavior of deformation energies with respect to ground state atoms is shown in Fig. 1.

Both Edef ’s decay to zero at large C-H distance, and rise abruptly, dominated by the increase of

the atomic kinetic energies, at short distance. EC
def as well as EH

def show a maximum, inflection,

minimum sequence as we decrease the C-H distance at distances larger than but relatively close

to equilibrium. This behavior has been repeatedly found in dissociation curves, and its meaning

will be further discussed. It provides a relatively wide C-H distance region in which Edef is relatively

constant. As expected, the relaxation of the C atom, 62.2 kcal/mol, is larger than that of H, 27.1

kcal/mol, but the latter is not negligible, as assumed in naïve treatments. On the contrary, the

relaxation of the four H atoms, 108.4 kcal/mol dominates the total deformation of the system, 170.6

kcal/mol. Interestingly, this quantity is similar to the sum of the triplet to quintet excitation plus the

estimated hybridization cost just commented. This helps in understanding the similarity of the two

intrinsic bond energies.

A detailed picture of the promotion process from isolated atoms to the in-the-molecule state

can be followed through the EDF’s. For the sake of conciseness, Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the

spinless two-fragment EDF. p(S) is the probability of each reasonance structure S = (nC, n4H), i.e.

the probability of finding nC electrons in the C atom and the rest in the four equivalent hydrogens.

Several relevant points deserve comment.

FIG.2

Firstly, the probability of the neutral resonance structure, with 6 electrons in the C atom, tends

obviously to one as we approach the dissociation limit. At equilibrium, however, this value has

decreased to about 0.32. This has strong implications about the meaning of promotion and/or

hybridization energies for atoms-in-the-molecules. Delocalization (covalency) effects are important

in such a covalent system, and most times we count the number of electrons in the C atom in

methane, we do not find 6. The analysis may be extended significantly. The first process to set on

as we approach the H atoms is that of one electron exchange, followed by two-, three-, and four-
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electron exchanges. All of these exchange processes are basically symmetric (pure covalency) up

to about 2.2 Å. From this distance upt to close to equilibrium the carbon moiety is substantially more

electronegative than the H atoms, and negatively charged carbon resonance structures dominate.

However, as we approach equilibrium this effective electronegativity difference decreases, and the

equilibrium net charges are small. Notice that past the equilibrium geometry the sign of charge

transfer is clearly inverted, with negatively charged hydrogens. We remark that the plateaus of Edef

correlate with the EDF behavior.

FIG.3

More insight into the C excitations can be obtained from the neutral S = (6, 4) structures. Spin-

resolving these (and only these) contributions, we get Fig. 3a, where the normalized to one p(S) of

the (6,4) spinless structure are plotted. The quasi-MS quantum number of the C atom is obtained

as half the difference between the number of α and β electrons, (nαC − nβC)/2. At large distances,

the 6-electron C atom is in its 3P ground state, so the probability of each of its the three MS val-

ues, MS = 0,±1 is equal to 1/3. No other contribution arises. As we decrease the distance and

bonding mechanisms start to take place, the MS = ±1 components are quenched. Notice that

in the very short-range distance regime the probabilities have turned basically binomial, due to

quasi-independent electrons, with p(MS = 0) ≈ 0.5 and p(MS = ±1) ≈ 1/4. As basically pure

covalent bonds are formed, electrons lose memory of their previous state when they were part of

the fragments. We will use this terminology a few more times to indicate how much the original

electron distribution, e.g. the spin structure, of the fragments is maintained in the final molecule.

This memory loss behavior has already been put forward. [40] More interesting is the appearance

of a MS = ±2 component at intermediate distances, which peaks at about a C-H distance of 1.8 Å.

This is not found at dissociation, and points to the sought spin excitation.

If we assume that the 6-electron carbon atoms do only undertake minimal inter-configurational

rearrangements, then we are led to interpret the normalized spin-resolved EDFs in terms of the

3P, 1S, and 1D multiplets emerging from the ground state 2s22p2 configuration and the 5S from the

2s12p3 one to allow for MS = ±2. Using a ladder-like argument, all MS = ±2 states come from pro-

motions to the 5S. Deleting the appropriate number of MS = ±2,±1, 0 states, all remaining MS = ±1

states should come from the 3P. Repeating this process, all the rest MS = 0 states will correspond

to the singlets, which we cannot resolve further. This leads to Fig. 3b, where the proportion of the
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different multiplets is followed along dissociation. As the C atom binds to the hydrogens, we may

imagine that all possible intra-configurational multiplets become accessible. What our calculations

show is that the interconfigurational 5S is actually populated, with a maximum contribution close to

20% in the region where EC
def peaks, but that it is relatively unimportant at equilibrium. The deforma-

tion energy of the C atom in methane is then not dominated by the 3P to 5S excitation, although this

may play a role during bond formation. At all distances, the 3P multiplet dominates the spin structure

of the neutral resonance structure. This memory effect has also been previously reported. [60] We

also stress that possible correlations between the change in atomic electronegativity and the popu-

lation of excited intra-configurational states may exist, deserving further studies. As in other cases,

the appearance of a maximum in the deformation energy of the interacting atoms as they bind may

be tracked down to changes in the fragments’ electronic structure. These maxima tend to coincide

with the inflection points of the dissociating resonance structures, p(6, 4) in the case of methane, as

Fig. 2 testifies.

Finally, we notice that many of the assumptions of current models to obtain bond energies are

not supported by rigourous theoretical analyses like the ones herein presented. Secondary inter-

actions will play a significant role in many interesting cases, and delocalization effects change the

instantaneous electron count of atoms-in-the-molecules so as to render traditional promotion ideas

almost useless. An atom-in-a-molecule is, after all, a complex object.

Deformation in the absence of traditional atomic promotion: the dissociation

of N2

The dissociation of dinitrogen, N2→ 2N(4S), offers an opportunity to consider a system which needs

no classical promotion of its constitutent atoms to another spin state to form the triply bound di-

atomic. Moreover, if we are satisfied with the canonical σ − π bonding picture and do not invoke

banana bonds, for instance, then the 2p3 electrons need not re-hybridize either. In a first approxima-

tion, the relaxation energy of the N atoms lack the basic traditional components and may be taken

as vanishing.

Our computations, Table 3, provide a large ISBE of about 290.7 kcal/mol, dominated by its co-

valent component, Exc = −429 kcal/mol. We have noticed in the past [61] that it is Exc, the covalent
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Table 3: N2 data at the CAS[10,8]//Def2-TZVPP equilibrium geometry, d(N-N)= 1.104 Å. Energies
in kcal/mol

De EN
def ENN

int ENN
cl ENN

xc

212.0 39.2 -290.7 138.4 -429.1

contribution to the interaction energy, that scales linearly with bond order, in agreement with stan-

dard wisdom. It has now been proven, [62, 63] that the standard measure of covalent bond order

in real space, the delocalization index, is indeed rigorously related to Exc, putting firm theoretical

ground to the usual bond-energy bond-order correlations. [64] We also remark that the small equi-

librium distance lies behind the important Ecl electrostatic destabilization energy that significantly

lowers Exc to the final ISBE.

The in-the-molecule state of the N atom lies 39.2 kcal/mol above the 4S ground state. This is

smaller than the 62.2 kcal/mol of C in methane, but definitely not zero. So, indeed, the N atom

deforms less than C, as expected, but the total deformation of the system, 78.4 kcal/mol, is not

negligible. The evolution of EN
def with the N-N distance shows again, as in methane, a maximum,

inflection, mimimum sequence providing a plateau that extends from about equilibrium to 1.6 Å.

FIG.4

Fig. 4 shows how the behavior uncovered in CH4 is rather common. The neutral S = (7, 7)

resonance structure decays sigmoidally from p(S) = 1 at dissociation to the binomial behavior at

short distance. Again, considering populationally undistorted N atoms at the equilibrium geome-

try is a very poor approximation. There is only 40% probability that we measure n = 7. As we

progressively decrease the distance from equilibrium, first the one-electron exchanges (this time

necessarily symmetric) set in, and at a later stage, the two- and three-electron exchanges appear.

FIG.5

Focusing on the 7-electron nitrogens, Fig. 5a displays at dissociation an equiprobable normal-

ized spin-resolved EDF distribution of the four MS = ±3/2,±1/2 components of the quartet, with

p = 1/4, together with spin-quenching as bonding occurs. However, this time no extra MS spin

component is visible during the process, and no interconfigurational excitation is needed to account

for the computed data. In this sense, the original quartet suffices to understand bonding, in relative

agreement with intuition. If we interpret again the changes in terms of the three intra-configurational

multiplets of the 2p3 configuration, Fig. 5b shows an exchange of the roles of the high-spin 4S and
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the low-spin 2D + 2P doublets. In contrast to methane, at equilibrium the 7 electron resonance struc-

tures of the N atom do not keep much memory of their original state, and the highest populated

multiplets are spin-quenched doublets. The crossing between the quartet and the doublet occurs at

about the distance at which the Edef curve shows its maximum. All this shows neatly the subtleties

behind the final values of relaxation or promotion energies.

Summarizing, the dinitrogen example shows that even in the most simple possible cases we

should expect non-trivial phenomena accounting for the deformation of the interacting fragments. As

we have tried to show, most of the assumptions currently in use (constancy of the fragments’ electron

count, simple multiplet excitations to allow for the correct number unpaired electron, hybridization,

etc) do not hold or, in the best case, are to be understood as very crude approximations. We think

that the protocols here reported may help improve this situation.

Conclusions

We have shown in this work how the use of real space fragments emanating from the quantum the-

ory of atoms in molecules [24] (QTAIM) leads to a consistent definition of intrinsic bond strengths,

the so-called in situ bond energies (ISBEs). These quantities comply with all the standard thermo-

chemical requisites to be used as rigorous energetic indicators of bond strength. We argue that, in

line with recent proposals, [18] the global energetic standpoint regarding bond strength should not

be abandoned in favor of local measures like force constants. However, and this time in agreement

with the supporters of local views, [4] we also show that bond dissociation energies (BDEs) are

indeed difficult to reconcile with rigor with individual bond energies. These difficulties may all be

solved if the interaction strength between two fragments A and B is measured from the energies of

these fragments in-the-molecule. In a fragmentation process A-B→ A·+B · the BDE is then equal

to the sum of the energy costs to deform the isolated fragments into their in-the-molecule state,

the fragment’ deformation energies, and an intrinsic bond energy. Over the years, the definition of

intrinsic bond energies has suffered from a severe lack of rigor in accessing proper in-the-molecule

energies. The use of real space tools successfully tackles all these questions at a time. Given a de-

composition of a molecule into QTAIM fragments, which can smoothly vary from an atomic partition

to a coarse-grained division into just two-fragments, the interacting quantum atoms approach [25,26]
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(IQA) permits an exact decomposition of the total molecular energy into a sum of self-energies EA
self

for each of the fragments A and a set of pairwise additive interaction energies among them, EAB
int .

If the total atomization (or fragmentation, in general) energy is examined, this is then exactly equal

to the sum of the atomic (or fragment) deformation energies with respect to their energies at dis-

sociation, and their mutual interactions, or in situ bond energies. This exact result comes at the

price of introducing ISBEs for each pair of fragments, be them chemically bonded or not. We firmly

think that considering bond energies only for traditionally bonded pairs is a practice that may lead

to considerable errors. Using standard IQA practice, [25, 26] the ISBEs can be further divided into

ionic and covalent components, so that a chemically appealing picture of bond energy descriptors

appear.

All the energetic quantities in the protocol herein introduced are observable, amenable in prin-

ciple to experimental determination. We nevertheless acknowledge that the electronic pair density

is still not easily accessible from standard techniques, although we also argue that advances in the

field of quantum crystallography may soon change this. [27]

Deformation energies build the bridge between BDEs and ISBEs. They hold all the clues about

how far the fragments are from the reference states we decide to use. In the present protocol,

changing the reference state of the fragments does only reset the zero of self-energy, affecting no

other quantity. Moreover, many real space tools may be used to gain insight about the origin of

deformations, which can again be rigourously partitioned into charge transfer and purely electronic

components. We have used here, as an example, electron number distribution functions, [39, 40]

(EDFs) which provide a meaningful picture of how the electrons in a fragment are organized, offering

valuable information about the in-the-molecule electronic state of a fragment.

To demonstrate the power of the protocol, we have examined three prototype examples. The LiF

and LiH molecules show how to rationalize two very different BDEs that share rather similar ISBEs.

We show, beyond doubt, that the state of the atoms-in-the-molecules is considerably closer to the

ionic reference than to the atomic one, and we illustrate how the IQA numbers immediately lead to

identifying the difference in the electron affinities of the F and H atoms as the driving force behind

the different BDEs. Two other atomization processes, the dissociation of methane into its ground

state C and H atoms and the standard dissociation of dinitrogen are used to shed light on atomic

deformations. In the first case, it is usually admitted that the carbon atom must undergo an excitation
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to a state with four unpaired electrons followed by an sp3-like hybridization. In dinitrogen, this kind

of promotion is not necessary. The use of EDFs and the comparison of the computed ISBEs with

other estimations allow us to follow the evolution of the atomic electronic states in the course of bond

formation. As shown, naïve expectations do not necessarily match with our findings, although the

deformation of the C atom turns out to be considerably larger than that of nitrogen. The methane

example also serves to show that although small, the H-H interaction cannot be neglected, and that

its adsorption into the C-H bond energy may lie behind several systematic trends in thermodynamic

bond energies.

We think that the protocol explained in this contribution provides a theoretically sound definition

of intrinsic bond strengths, and that may find its way in the chemical bonding toolbox.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the deformation energies of the C and H atoms with the C-H distance. The
vertical lines marks the computed equilibrium geometry. Distances in Å and energies in kcal/mol
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Figure 2: Evolution of the two-fragment spinless EDF. p(S) is the probability of each resonance
structure S = (nC, n4H). The vertical lines marks the computed equilibrium geometry. Distances in Å
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Figure 3: Top (a): evolution of the normalized spin-resolved EDF corresponding to a neutral C atom.
The notation is S = (nαC, n

β
C, n

α
H, n

β
H). Down (b): Probabilities of the different spin multiplets of the

neutral C atom in-the-molecule. See the text for details. All distances in Å
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